Press release
Greek Brands Fine Foods in “ones to watch” list of EBA 2019

Greek Brands Fine Foods has been named as ‘One to Watch’ in Europe in a list of
business excellence published by the European Business Awards, one of world’s
largest and longest running business competitions.
Thus, we are pleased to announce that our company was chosen beyond other
stakeholders and companies from all over the Europe, as it demonstrates exceptional
achievement, in “Growth strategy of the year” category, and reflects the whole
program’s core values of innovation, success and ethics.
The European Business Awards is now in its 12th year. Last year it considered over 111,000
businesses from 34 countries. Sponsors and partners include Inflexion, Germany Trade &
Invest and PR Newswire.
Companies on the ‘Ones to Watch’ list come from all sectors -from manufacturing to retail,
agriculture to technology- and all sizes -from start-ups to billion-euro businesses-. The ‘Ones
to Watch’ for all the participating countries across Europe can be found at
www.businessawardseurope.com.

Panos Mavrakis, CEO of our firm said: “We’re more than happy and deeply proud to
be part of European Business Awards once again. Now we have the chance to compete
in “Growth Strategy Of The Year” category, of this year’s Awards to become a
National Winner in Greece. As we have already achieved to be in the list of “ones to
watch” companies of this year’s awards, we are now looking forward to the next
round of the voting and judging process where we can present the level of our sales,
our new products and services and finally, the development and the expansion of our
business.”
Adrian Tripp, CEO of the European Business Awards, said: “The companies chosen as
‘Ones to Watch’ are the most inspirational, successful and dynamic in Europe”
He also continued: “The talent and tenacity at the heart of these businesses creates
jobs and drives Europe’s prosperity. This ‘Ones to Watch’ list of excellence is a
benchmark of success for the rest of the European business community.”

The next step for us now, is to publish a video with the whole team of our company,
so as to explain the reasons we have to go to stage 2 and be the national winner in
our category.
If Greek Brands Fine Foods succeeds, we will then take part as a nominee, in the Gala
Final in December 2019, where the final 18 European winners will be announced.
Next month we will need your support by your voting, so stay tuned!

